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social media = internet platforms that allow users  
to generate content 

 

collective action = activity undertaken by citizens with  
aim of contributing to public / social goods 



People’s lives are intertwined with 
internet-based platforms, especially 

social media – dripping with data   
 

What does politics look like in this digital, 
datafied world? 

And what tools do we need to research it?  



Politics in a new habitat 
Facebook usage across the world 

Facebook data, annual reports 



Social media allow tiny acts of participation in 
support of social and political causes 



Tiny acts of political participation 
(micro-donations of time and effort) 

 

• Which expand ‘ladder’ of participation  

• And draw new people into politics 

• Contra ‘politics as pain’ principle 



… can bring about social and policy change 
& challenge party systems and regimes 

Tiny acts of participation 
can scale up to huge  
mobilizations  
which … 
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…but mostly don’t 

 

Most mobilizations fail  
 

Badger: CC-BY-NC-ND Sally Longstaff, http://www.flickr.com 



Successful mobilizations develop fast 

Petitions receiving more than 10,000 signatures 



Collective attention decays very quickly 

Modeling the Rise in Internet-based Petitions 
T Yasseri, SA Hale, H Margetts - arXiv preprint arXiv:1308.0239, 2013 

 

http://scholar.google.com/scholar?oi=bibs&hl=en&cluster=5646324284322409839&btnI=1
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?oi=bibs&hl=en&cluster=5646324284322409839&btnI=1
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?oi=bibs&hl=en&cluster=5646324284322409839&btnI=1
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?oi=bibs&hl=en&cluster=5646324284322409839&btnI=1


Source: Margetts et al (2015) Political Turbulence: How Social Media Shape Collective Action, Princeton University Press. 

Success (if it comes) comes quickly 
 YouTube videos show similar pattern (no s-shape) 



Source: Margetts et al (2015) Political Turbulence: How Social Media Shape Collective Action, Princeton University Press. 

Mobilizations against policing in the US 



To block or not to block Trump 





Signatures on petition to  
rerun Brexit referendum, 2016 



What shapes behaviour? 
Social media exert social influence 

 

• Social information – real-time information 
about participation of others 

• Visibility – action being visible to outside 
world (eg. Icebucket Challenge) – or invisible, 
anonymous (eg trolls) 

• Can use experiments to test and compare 
their effect 

 

Margetts, H., John, P., Escher, T., and Reissfelder, S. (2011) 'Social Information and Political  
Participation on the Internet: an Experiment', European Political Science Review, 3(3): 321:344. 
 



Social information and visibility  
as drivers of political behaviour 



Experimenting with social 
information: a natural experiment 

Introduced March 2012 



Social information reinforces (un)popularity 

‘Trending petitions on epetitions.direct.gov.uk 

Investigating Political Participation and Social Information Using Big Data and a Natural Experiment 
SA Hale, P John, HZ Margetts, T Yasseri – Paper to APSA 2014 Annual Meeting, Washington DC 2014 
 

http://scholar.google.com/scholar?oi=bibs&hl=en&cluster=8998387536893642125&btnI=1


Leadership without 
leaders? 



Summing up 
 

• Tiny acts of participation - can scale up to large-scale 
mobilizations (but mostly don’t) 

• Lacking leaders, institutions, organizations, collective 
identity 

• Mobilizations are unstable, unpredictable – 
unsustainable 

• Leading to political turbulence and a model of 
democracy which looks like chaotic pluralism 

• Requiring institutional redesign for new engagement 





A computational social science for 
political turbulence 

Take a few issues on our minds post-election: 
• Fake news (how to detect?)  
• Echo chambers (do they exist?)  
• Advertising on social media (was that what won it?)  
• The rise of hate (or exposing dark secrets?) 
• Political bots (will they destroy political participation?) 
 
We will need: 
• Multi-disciplinarity (including social science) 
• Data sources, partnerships 
• Machine learning, algorithm design… the tools of social data science 
• Experimentation 
• Ethical framework that is part of the science 


